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Abstract
We derive asymptotic expansions for the zeros of the cosine-integral Ci(x) and the Struve function H0(x),
and extend the available formulae for the zeros of Kelvin functions. Numerical evidence is provided to illustrate
the accuracy of the expansions.
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1. Introduction
The zeros of a function are useful in several possible applications. Thus, the standard references
on special functions, such as [1], contain several pages on zeros and their properties, especially
asymptotic expansions. The coverage is, however, variable. Certain functions, which have an in9nite
number of zeros, do not have any discussion, whilst for other functions the information is minimal.
Bessel functions, such as Jn and Yn, are very well covered.
In the following note, we provide asymptotic formulae for the zeros of the cosine-integral Ci
and the Struve function of order 0 H0, which do not appear to have been given before. We also
extend the available terms in the general asymptotic expansion which applies to all four types of
Kelvin function. A recent paper by Fabijonas and Olver [2] does a similar task for the zeros of Airy
functions.
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2. Cosine-integral
The cosine-integral function Ci(x) is de9ned as
Ci(x) = + ln x +
∫ x
0
cos t − 1
t
dt; x¿ 0; (1)
where  is Euler’s constant. Many properties of Ci can be found in Chapter 5 of Abramowitz and
Stegun.
One of the given identities is
Ci(x) = f(x) sin x − g(x) cos x; (2)
where f(x) and g(x) are positive functions. Thus Ci(x) will have an in9nite number of zeros. Unlike
Bessel functions, however, there is no information on the asymptotic behaviour of these zeros.
The functions f and g have the asymptotic expansions
f(x) ∼ 1
x
(
1− 2!
x2
+
4!
x4
− 6!
x6
+ · · ·
)
; (3)
g(x) ∼ 1
x2
(
1− 3!
x2
+
5!
x4
− 7!
x6
+ · · ·
)
: (4)
Thus, for large x, the dominant term in Ci(x) is f(x) sin x, so that the zeros of Ci should be close
to n. De9ne the functions F(x) and G(x) as follows:
F(x) = 1− 2!
x2
+
4!
x4
− 6!
x6
+ · · · ; (5)
G(x) = 1− 3!
x2
+
5!
x4
− 7!
x6
+ · · · (6)
and suppose there is a zero of Ci at z = n+ . Thus,
F(z) sin − G(z)
z
cos = 0 (7)
so that
z = n+ tan−1
(
G(z)
zF(z)
)
: (8)
We can now use the standard technique described in Chapter 1 of [3] to 9nd the following
expansion, using the de9nition  = n:
z =  +
∞∑
i=0
(−1)iAi
2i+1
; (9)
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Table 1
Approximations to certain zeros of Ci
No. of series terms n= 3 n= 10 n= 20
1 9.53088 12562 31.44775 75245 62.84776 85661
2 9.52451 05827 31.44758 55163 62.84774 70651
3 9.52601 04369 31.44758 91610 62.84774 71790
4 9.52527 83556 31.44758 90009 62.84774 71777
5 9.52588 20019 31.44758 90128 62.84774 71777
6 9.52512 77446 31.44758 90114 62.84774 71777
7 9.52645 54957 31.44758 90116 62.84774 71777
Exact 9.52557 54576 31.44758 90116 62.84774 71777
where
A0 = 1; A1 = 16=3; A2 = 1673=15; A3 = 507 746=105
A4 = 111 566 353=315; A5 = 45 402 929 006=1155;
A6 = 377 560 435 926 082=61425:
We stop at this point since the numerators are all expressible exactly in double-precision IEEE
arithmetic, but from A7 onwards they are not.
In Table 1, we show the values (to 10D) obtained by taking various numbers of terms in the
series for z, for three diLerent values of n, together with the exact value of the zero, computed using
multiple-precision arithmetic. These show that the expression provides a high degree of accuracy,
giving more than 10D accuracy for all roots beyond the ninth.
3. Struve function
The Struve function of order 0, H0(x), is discussed in Chapter 12 of [1]. The function is odd, has
a zero at the origin, and an in9nite number of other zeros. By using a multiple-precision arithmetic
package, together with the power-series, we can compute the values of these zeros. Table 2 lists the
9rst 10 zeros.
The behaviour shown in Table 2 is very interesting. Zeros with successive even or odd indices
are very nearly exactly 2 apart, but successive odd–even pairs are clearly less than  apart with
successive even–odd pairs signi9cantly above .
From Abramowitz and Stegun, we have
H0(x) ∼ Y0(x) + 2x
(
1− 1
x2
+
1:9
x4
− 1:9:25
x6
+ · · ·
)
; (10)
with Y0 being the standard Bessel function of the second kind of order 0. This function has the
well-known asymptotic expansion
Y0(x) ∼
√
2
x
(
P(x) sin
(
x − 
4
)
− Q(x) cos
(
x − 
4
))
(11)
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Table 2
First 10 zeros of H0
Index Zero
1 4.33323 78204
2 6.78102 76399
3 10.46920 52391
4 13.14049 47133
5 16.69671 31984
6 19.45994 12437
7 22.94902 76305
8 25.76536 52428
9 29.21201 26148
10 32.06397 26967
with P and Q having the expansions
P(x) = 1− 1:9
2!(8x)2
+
1:9:25:49
4!(8x)4
− · · · ; (12)
Q(x) =
1
8x
− 1:9:25
3!(8x)3
+
1:9:25:49:81
5!(8x)5
− · · · : (13)
Thus, to 9nd zeros of H0, we must solve
P(x) sin(x − =4)− Q(x) cos(x − =4) +
√
2
x
h(x) = 0; (14)
where h(x) = 1− x−2 + 9x−4 − · · · is the series appearing in (10).
For large x, the dominant term is P(x) sin(x−=4), so the zeros should be close to n+=4. Let
the zero be x = (n+ 0:25)+ . Then
P(x) sin − Q(x) cos + (−1)n
√
2

h(x)√
x
= 0: (15)
Express P(x) sin − Q(x) cos  as R(x) sin(− S(x)), with
R(x) =
√
P(x)2 + Q(x)2; S(x) = tan−1(Q(x)=P(x)) (16)
and some trivial algebra shows
= S(x)− sin−1
(
knh(x)√
xR(x)
)
; (17)
where kn = (−1)n
√
2=.
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Table 3
Approximations to certain zeros of H0
No. of series terms n= 5 n= 10 n= 20
1 16.49336 14313 32.20132 46992 63.61725 12351
2 16.68982 65584 32.06071 89133 63.51721 60889
3 16.69740 53652 32.06460 07411 63.51918 09647
4 16.69866 92432 32.06413 74454 63.51901 41223
5 16.69749 91195 32.06383 04706 63.51893 54720
6 16.69670 85792 32.06397 88975 63.51896 25278
7 16.69666 04762 32.06397 24339 63.51896 16895
8 16.69666 38844 32.06397 21061 63.51896 16593
9 16.69669 03763 32.06397 39294 63.51896 17789
10 16.69671 60996 32.06397 26624 63.51896 17198
11 16.69671 68256 32.06397 26880 63.51896 17206
Exact 16.69671 31984 32.06397 26967 63.51896 17208
This function can be expanded as a series in negative powers of x and
√
x, and the technique
described by Olver applied. If we de9ne = (n+ 0:25), we 9nd that
zero = − kn√

+
1
8
− k
3
n
63=2
− k
2
n
22
+
45kn − 3k5n
405=2
−31 + 128k
4
n
3843
− 35k
3
n + 15k
7
n
3367=2
+
765k2n − 64k6n
2404
−54975kn + 1986k
5
n + 175k
9
n
57609=2
+
26453 + 179760k4n − 24576k8n
1075205
+ · · · : (18)
In Table 3, we present numerical results on using this expansion to compute values for the zeros
corresponding to n= 5; 10, and 20. As n increases, the accuracy increases.
4. Kelvin functions
In Abramowitz and Stegun, Section 9:10 discusses the zeros of the Kelvin functions bern; bein;
kern; kein. Section 9:10:35 gives the following formula ( = 4n2):
f() =
 − 1
16
+
 − 1
322
+
( − 1)(5 + 19)
15363
+
3( − 1)2
5124
+ · · · ; (19)
which appears in the asymptotic expansions for the zeros of all four types of functions. The author
needed more terms during some research, but was unable to 9nd them in the literature. Thus, the
following investigation was undertaken.
We used the fact that the zeros of kern are given by
√
2(+ f(−))
with = (s− n=2− 5=8); s being the index of the zero.
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Now, kern(x) has the asymptotic expansion√

2x
exp(−x=
√
2)(fn(−x) cos − gn(−x) sin ) (20)
with  = (x=
√
2) + (n=2 + 1=8), and
fn(z) = 1 +
∞∑
k=1
(−1)k ( − 1)( − 9) · · · ( − (2k − 1)
2)
k!(8x)k
cos
(
k
4
)
;
gn(z) =
∞∑
k=1
(−1)k ( − 1)( − 9) · · · ( − (2k − 1)
2)
k!(8x)k
sin
(
k
4
)
:
From the previous equation, the zeros satisfy
tan  =
fn(−x)
gn(−x) (21)
and, by straightforward algebra, we derive the equation
x +
√
2 tan−1
(
b1x−1 + b2x−2 + · · ·
1 + a1x−1 + a2x−2 + · · ·
)
=
√
2(s− n=2− 5=8) (22)
with
ai =
(n; i) cos(i=4)
2i
; bi =
(n; i) sin(i=4)
2i
;
where we de9ne
(n; r) =
( − 1)( − 9) · · · ( − (2r − 1)2)
4rr!
:
By applying Olver’s method, we can expand f() as
f() =
d1

+
d2
2
+ · · · (23)
with
d1 =
 − 1
16
; d2 =
 − 1
32
;
d3 =
(5 + 19)( − 1)
1536
; d4 =
3( − 1)2
512
as before, and the following extra terms:
d5 =
( − 1)(372 + 982 − 3899)
122880
; d6 =
( − 1)(472 + 434 − 3361)
49152
;
d7 =
( − 1)(17413 + 1258652 + 74247 − 5040253)
55050240
;
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Table 4
Approximations to certain zeros of ber1
No. of series terms 4th zero 11th zero 18th zero
1 18.30643038544514 49.41948575176331 80.52259644558854
2 18.30564091000678 49.41937721259498 80.52255555432802
3 18.30559141194799 49.41937468934681 80.52255497084802
4 18.30558876763111 49.41937463936531 80.52255496375392
5 18.30558870896632 49.41937463895417 80.52255496371810
6 18.30558872487617 49.41937463899551 80.52255496372031
7 18.30558872816340 49.41937463899868 80.52255496372041
8 18.30558872836107 49.41937463899875 80.52255496372041
9 18.30558872827077 49.41937463899873 80.52255496372041
10 18.30558872822936 49.41937463899873 80.52255496372041
Exact 18.30558872822631 49.41937463899873 80.52255496372041
d8 =
7( − 1)2(772 + 3062 − 20419)
3932160
;
d9 =
( − 1)(90454 + 11669563 + 305035502 − 526450068 + 2120472917)
2642411520
;
d10 =
( − 1)(100254 + 8816923 + 94032542 − 353083364 + 1968490793)
587202560
:
As an example of the extra accuracy of these terms, we use them to evaluate approximations for
the 4th, 11th, and 18th zeros of ber1 (Table 4).
Finally, we should point out that all the algebraic manipulation was done using Mathematica.
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